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The second part discusses how the Orient and the Occident are immersed in each
other. It examines the rise of orientalism and its causes (cultural and psychological).
The question of Orientalism will be focused on in the third part. In these three parts

the question is: What were the advantages for the Occident? This includes the
transfer of ideas, information and the transfer of peoples (the ‘exchange’ in the
West). The Role of Comparative Literature in the West, especially with regard to

Europe, in the process of westernization of the Orient, will be analyzed. This
includes the transmission of knowledge to the West, the transfer of experiences,

and the shift of vision from a linear, symbolic (logical) to a multidimensional, kinetic
(image oriented) vision of the Orient. The third part consists of the question

regarding the level of the authors and how they were influenced by colonialism and
the West. This last point will be considered as part of a mental process called
‘counter’-Orientalism in which the Other is a mirror of the Other. Ezra Pound’s

Cantos are often used as a benchmark for their innovations. For instance, Leysa lists
Canto 11 as the first poem that “has the mark of Europe in it” (p. 32). This is the

point at which Europe did not just perceive the Orient; rather, it felt a “pre-
conscious clash of cultures”, according to Leysa (p. 27). The government was the

first to adopt on January 7, 2015, a penal code defining sexual expression and
pedophilia and recognizing the sexual orientation of the victim as a mitigating

factor in the case of child sex abuse. The law provides for a reduced sentence when
pedophiles inflict sexual violence against minors under the age of 15.
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The Ministry of Education maintained a dress code
that bans wearing the hijab in schools and

government institutions. Authorities allowed women
to wear a traditional version of the head coveringa

scarf that covers hair but not the neckto schools and
universities. Some female students wore the hijab to

and from school but removed it upon entering the
school building. Parents and school officials

appeared to accept this arrangement. The ministry
also maintained its ban on beards for all teachers.

Students with beards reported being removed from
class, questioned, and asked to shave. A Ministry of

Education decree obliges all female teachers,
university students, and schoolchildren to wear

traditional dress during the academic year. Naomi
Murakawa has demonstrated how human rights,

environmental security, and peaceful coexistence
can be mutually reinforcing goals. The first requires
far-reaching human rights enforcement that holds
government officials responsible for violating their
own citizens right to political participation, social

and economic participation, and protection against
violence, and for the implementation of

environmental protection and remediation. The
second requires protecting the environment,
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population levels, and resource base so that future
generations will not have to bear the burden of the
environmental costs of our collective actions, while
the third requires fostering inclusion and peaceful

coexistence. Sexual Orientation: Despite repression
of homosexual relations and public expressions of
same-sex relationships, other fundamental rights

were recognized and protected. Transgender,
intersex, and gender-variant citizens could access

identity documents, clothing, and housing according
to their chosen gender identity. Individuals and
social groups enjoyed the rights to freedom of
assembly, expression, association, peaceful

assembly, and to be addressed by one’s chosen
name, with reduced or eliminated street

harassment. However, the law remained silent on
the right to gender change, although the

government supported a transgender campaign
urging acceptance and respect (Le Grand, 2009).
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